Ultimate® Analytics
Work Smarter with Premier Analytics & Consulting
Ultimate Analytics will help your company increase collections, reduce costs, and aid in strategic
data driven business decisions. It does this by focusing on five key areas: Data enrichment,
Account segmentation, Workflow automation, Insightful reporting, and Engaged consulting.
You’ll have a team of consultants assigned to your company to help you understand your data
and assure your success.

About Intelitech
The Intelitech Group has been a premiere analytics and consulting provider in the ARM industry for
over 20 years. Our work has empowered hundreds of organizations to work smarter using operational
consulting, machine learning, and actionable data. We optimize work efforts, improve consumer reach,
and avoid risk while evaluating and benchmarking performance.

Ultimate® Analytics
Consulting

Account Segmentation

We not only provide the right
information but help you use it
effectively. Some benefits from
consulting are:

We’ll help you segment your inventory
properly by placing focus on the
accounts that are most valuable to
your organization. This will help you:

An assigned analyst focused on
your business

Improve consumer reach
Focus on profitable accounts
Improve productivity

Ongoing training
A direct communication line

Workflow Automation
There are a number of ways we
improve your workflow, some of those
ways are through:
Work strategies
Account Lifecycle intelligence
Automation with message codes
& scripting

Data Enrichment
We activate your data so it does the work
for you. Smarter data means you can:
Improve contact ability with
up to 3 phone numbers and
addresses per account
Minimize lawsuits with a
bankruptcy and litigious scrub

“

“We have seen recognizable improvement in our
collection procedures and strategies. There is no
question about the positive impact The Intelitech
Group has had on our collection efforts and our
account flow.”

Lacey Cherrington | VP & GM
The Cherrington Firm

Reporting
We provide dozens of standard and
custom reports tailored to your
business needs. With reporting you
can actually use, you can:
Evaluate performance through
trend analysis
Evaluate your business processes
Assist with everyday decision
making
Identify risk situations

Ready to learn more?
(360) 260-9780
www.intelitechgroup.com
solutions@intelitechgroup.com
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